MAMTA MODERN SR. SEC. SCHOOL
Science and Maths Week-2021
ALLURING MATHEMATICS WITH BLOOMING SCIENCE
“One of the endlessly alluring aspects of Mathematics and Science is that its thorniest paradoxes have a way of blooming into beautiful theories”

Theory creates experiment decides
Dear Parents,
The science of mathematics presents the most brilliant example of how pure reason may successfully enlarge its domain without the aid of experience. Today's
challenges faced by science and engineering are so complex that they can only be solved through the help and participation of mathematical scientist. To imbibe
importance of this relationship and to educate students about this symbiotic relationship our school has come up with yet another edition of the Math's and Science week
where the students will be given a platform to examine their psyche and creativity.
We have planned a week full of different activities so that our young genius minds explore various aspects of the subject. In light of the same, Math’s and Science Week
2021 is being organized from 26 July-30 July 2021. It will be a fun learning experience and we hope to host a successful event with excellent participation by our
young scientists.
Regards
Principal
‘
Class

Date

I

26-07-21

II

III

Activity Name
Math’s- Design A Dress with Beautiful Patterns

29-07-21

EVS- - Let’s Move On The Wheels (Poem-Means Of
Travel)

27-07-21

Math’s - Crack the Code

30-07-21

EVS– Enactment of People Who Help Us

26-07-21

Math’s - Adorn Yourself (Jewelry Making using shapes
and tell the properties.)

28-07-21

EVS: One Go Salad (Prepare a salad platter mention
the parts of plant used and talk about their functions)

Class

Date

Activity Name

VI

26-07-21

Sci-‘Sci Fi Tech’(Create a power point presentation for ‘Green Earth)
(max 5 slides)
‘My Plate Of Math’-Present and explain any mathematical concept
using culinary art.

29-7-21

VII

VIII

28-07-21
30-07-21

Sci-‘Think Beyond Imagination’ (making model of alternative sources
of energy using affordable resources)
Mathematical Relay

28-07-21

Sci- ‘Scientific Pantomime’(To vanquish ecological imbalance)

26-07-21

Depict the concept of Pie using culinary art.

IV

27-07-21
30-07-21

V

27-07-21
29-07-21

Math’s – MATHTRIX- Create a mathematical trick to
reduce the complexity of any mathematical concept
and explain it using Chart/ Model/Game)
EVS– Ecosystem Escapade- Demonstrate any new
activity to make your environment clean and greener
Math’s - Be a mathematical Narrator-Weave a story
using any mathematical concept. (Verbal)
EVS-Science Scavenger Hunt-Elaborate any one
concept of Science by an Experiment

IX

X

XI
&
XII

29-07-21

Sci-‘Scientific Rangoli’ (Based on scientific concept)

27-07-21

Mathematical Sudoku

30-07-21

Sci-‘Toy Game’ (Electronic Toys)

28-07-21

Mathematical Sudoku

26-07-21
27-07-21

Sci-‘Behind Superstitions’(Great Antidote of feeble minds)
Math’s in everyday life
( design a prototype showing importance of math in everyday life )

Note: Webinars will be conducted by renowned personalities and there will be virtual visits of noted Institutes during the
entire Science and Math’s Week.

